
Thanks to Coach Alex for his reports from the NSW state opens, but one of our swimmers thought 

the club fans should get a real taste of the action from the competitor’s angle. 

NSW Open – Diary of a swimmer 

Well it doesn’t get any better than this, even beats meeting so many Olympians at Vic Open!  

Got my photo taken with my two swimming idols – Brayden Miles & Nia Evans and they are both just 

regular people, who’d have guessed. This picture is going on the bedroom wall at home. 

Note to self: I need to grow, both are already taller than me!  

 
 

Not sure about the bus hired by Coach Alex, it seems vaguely familiar in a retro sort of way. 

Must Instagram a picture. A lot of response to Instagram pic and note to self: Google - David Cassidy 

and find out why is mum responding with  

 
 

The trip 

How lucky are we to have Coach Nathan & Coach Alex driving us to NSW! They even dressed up for 

the occasion with Coach Nathan resplendent in orange and Coach Alex dashing in blue. 

 
 

The drive up was fun with Coach Nathan’s quizzes and his dad jokes but we were lucky this old style 

bus has windows you could pull down due to some very unpleasant odours emanating from the rear 

of the bus where Adam, Mitch, Tom and Corey were looking a little sheepish. 



It was pandemonium at the rest stop and we had to flee for our lives after Adam pushed over a tree 

(roots and all) and the locals went wild. It was like a chase scene from an old Benny Hill episode. 

    
 

A training stop on the way in Gundagai famous for being “five miles away” from the dog that sits on 

the tucker box, imagine how famous the town would be if it was the actual location of the dog and 

his tuckerbox. Not too sure about the training facilities here…REALLY NATHAN, you want me to get 

in THAT pool??? 

 
 

…and finally we have arrived in Sydney and say good-bye to Coach Nathan as he heads off to the 

airport to fly home. 

 
 



Down to the pool and into the real business 

Gee I wish that stalker from Queensland, I think it’s Magnussen or something like that would leave 

us alone, he’s like “hey Flyers how about a pic with me, come on flyers”… Goodness me, how many 

pics does one guy need. He keeps asking “where are the Howe sisters, where are the Howe sisters?” 

Get over it mate, they are not here!  And he’s not the only Olympian desperate to get a PIC with the 

Flyers girls! BIG MAC anyone??? 

 
 

Boys will be boys 

Join in big fella, there’s no “I” in team Mitch!  

  
 

…and what’s going on with Roman and Harry telling all the NSW girls they are twins!  

    
           Harry or Roman?                                Roman or Harry?                    Similar….. familiar??? 

And is it true that Corey has given Adam the new nickname of dad?  

Surely he doesn’t look that much older than TC, does he Corey? 

 



Well I hope Tom Cook lives up to his name and helps out in the kitchen, as he was nowhere to be 

found when the shopping needed to be done. 

 
 

Come on boys, lend a hand in the kitchen. Sitting there waiting for food doesn’t cut it around here, 

pitch in and lend a hand. We are not your mums!

 

And here we go in the relays…… 

Mixed 200 freestyle relay 

Coach Alex was really happy that we dropped almost 9 seconds off our entry time in the mixed 200 

Freestyle relay. In fact he was so ecstatic we decided against telling him that the stalker Magnussen 

had kidnapped Adam and swam the first leg of the relay in his place. 

Male 400 medley 

The boys also went well in the 400 medley relay, but it could have been even better if there wasn’t a 

mirror in marshalling. Harry and Roman were staring into the mirror far too long and confused 

themselves as to who was who and somehow managed to swim each other’s relay leg. 

Male 4 x 100 freestyle relay 

Great effort by Corey to locate Mitch who was off again on his own and bring the team together just 

in time to make marshalling for the men’s 400 free relay where all swam brilliantly. 

Off to dinner tonight and the cruellest of jokes played by Coach Alex. Let’s go to a nice restaurant he 

said! We sit down, he takes the picture then he makes us get up and leave and head to McDonalds! 

Great to see Roman doing his best Mitch impression at Macca’s. 

    

 



Security was called as Magnussen was hanging around again, he just doesn’t get the message! He 

even souvenired Makayla’s shoes, or so she told the security guard, it was almost sad to see him 

bundled up and removed from the swim centre…….  

 ….but was he guilty or did Makayla just forget something?   

 

Anyway, individual events coming up so I’ll be back soon! 


